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Canticles of Sun 
Prayers to Solastian 

 
Solastian is the god of the sun, light, purity, and justice. He is usually depicted as a flaming sun, a burning 
disembodied eye, or a fiery fountain.  
 
His holy symbol is a gold or brass circle surrounded by 8 wavy rays. His favored weapon is a shield 
emblazoned with his symbol. His followers wear white with yellow or gold trim. 
 
He is pleased by exposing secrets, destroying vampires, and summer noontime rites. He is angered by 
dwelling underground, promoting undead, and attempts to replace sunlight with artificial light. 
 
Prayers 
 
• Child of the Sun. Constant. At any time, generate light equal to torch light from any holy symbol of 

Solastian that will last about an hour. Using the “Channel” talent creates the equivalent of full 
sunlight in an arena, based on a holy symbol, inflicting wounds on those damaged by sunlight, lasting 
up to 10 minutes per Commitment rating. Never sunburn or suffer from snow glare. 
 

• Energize. Rested. As a focus action, pour the sun’s healing energy into a living thing you touch. The 
target gains 1 advantage per every 2 Commitment rating. Each advantage can recharge 1 rested talent, 
count as a day’s food and water, or heal 1 Wound. You can affect multiple targets at once, as long as 
you can touch them. Plants gain a week’s growth per advantage point, or heal 1 Wound. Undead take 
1 Wound per Commitment rating. 
 

• Immolate. Rested. As a focus action, burst into flame that does not consume clothing or equipment. 
The flame lasts for up to 1 minute per Commitment, deactivated at will. Anyone touching you takes 1 
Wound, and you can increase that to 2 Wounds by spending Awesome Points for each touch. Your 
attacks gain +1 Wound, and you gain +2 Armor Class against opponents relying on sight, because of 
your brilliance. 

 
• Sunbeam. Rested. As a range action, aim a ray of the sun’s flaming energy at a target in line of sight. 

The target takes 1 Wound for every 2 Commitment you have. 
 

• True Sight. Rested. As a focus action, you ignite your vision, and any illusion you look upon that is 
within 1 arena per Commitment rating is dispelled at least temporarily (rounds for very powerful 
illusions, or minutes, or hours, or forever). Since the source is affected, this works for everyone while 
the talent is active. 


